
earthminded art solutions for hospitality, healthcare, corporate and retail environments

“Swarm”
7’ x 4’ x 2”  

sustainably harvested wood & stainless steel standoffs  
Downtown Hilton Cleveland Hotel



conceptual
Leveraging 20 years of experience with textural fine art, digitally-illustrated patterns, 

and placemaking through public art, Susie Frazier imagines intricate compositions in 

wood, metal, or stone and creates customized wall features with high impact. 
“Cellular” and “ Landscape”

24.6’ x 10’ x .125” feature wall 
LEFT: steel sheets in cutout pattern over stone or drywall - inspired by canteloupe rinds 

RIGHT: forestry grade plywood layers mounted directly to the wall  - inspired by the earth
Proposed Concepts for Vocon Architecture



biophilic 
Providing visual connections to the natural world, Susie Frazier’s compositions are specifically 

designed with calm-inducing patterns to help people reduce anxiety, inspire creativity, and 

foster overall well-being.  

“Prominence”
192” x 36” x 2.5”

sustainably harvested wood and bronze standoffs
Michaelangelo’s Restaurant

susiefrazier.com 



“Convene”
55” x 20” x 2.5” 

reclaimed wood & stainless steel standoffs
High Point Market, NC

sustainable
Drawing from repeating patterns found in the earth, Susie Frazier’s wall features are made 

with reclaimed or sustainably harvested materials that have a backstory. 

susiefrazier.com 



functional
Besides their intriguing patterns and 3D effect, wall features by Susie Frazier can be 

embedded with steel and magnetic components, so clients can use the installation 

as a magnetic pin board during meetings. 

“Hive”
8’ x 2’ x 2.5”

reclaimed wood & stainless steel standoffs  
Dawn Cook Interior Design 

susiefrazier.com 



 “Big Sky”
96” long x 36” tall x 2”

sustainably harvested wood, bronze standoffs
Michaelangelo’s Restaurant 

soulful
Installations come from a deeper meaning beyond a design’s face value. Each project is 

inspired from patterns found in Mother Nature as a metaphor for human nature.

susiefrazier.com 



versatile
With the ability to fabricate materials into any free-form composition, Susie Frazier’s 

wall features can provide unique solutions for guest rooms, front desks, retail cash 

wraps, wayfinding systems, and corporate donor walls. 

“Swarm”
80” x 36” x 2”  

brushed aluminum
residential home of Goodyear CFO

susiefrazier.com 



mindful
With original, mesmerizing patterns, wall features by Susie Frazier are intended to stop 

people in their tracks and bring their minds to the moment. Color-toned to match any 

interior element, each piece can be customized to the client. 

“Murmuration”
144’ x 36” x 2.5”

reclaimed wood & stainless steel standoffs  
Baker Hostetler

susiefrazier.com 



interactive
Susie Frazier’s wall features can be designed for interactivity. Sustainably harvested wood 

can be cut into hundreds of custom shapes, then embedded with high-energy magnets. 

“Magnetic Art - Crescents”
customized to fit any space

scrap steel tiles and sustainably harvested wood
Susie Frazier Showroom

susiefrazier.com 



“Magnetic Art - Driftwood”
customized to fit any space

steel panel and driftwood wood magnets

memorable
Featuring materials indigenous to a specific region, Susie Frazier harvests driftwood from 

various beaches, reclaimed wood from bridge-building projects, scrap metal from the 

manufacturing industry and remnant stone from the home improvement sector. 

susiefrazier.com 



empowering
Susie Frazier’s letter blocks are embedded with high energy magnets to create statement 

walls that the public or staff members can influence. Engraved alphabets help clients spell out 

brand values or common phrases.

“Community Board”
customized to fit retail space

steel and reclaimed wood
Lululemon Athletica at Crocker Park, OH

susiefrazier.com 



resilient
Salvaged steel can be treated with any number of finishes to make Susie Frazier’s wall 

features ideal for outdoor applicaitons. Depending on the installation location and type 

of design, her projects can mount with cleats, screws or adhesive. 

“Herd”
60” x 36” x 3” 

rusted steel and wood
Michaelangelo’s Restaurant

susiefrazier.com 



“Molecular Structure of Pigment”
120” x   108” 

14” custom steel tiles & painted wood magnets 
Sherwin Williams Headquarters

playful
Customized magnet walls by Susie Frazier speak to passersby and become a public 

attraction. Here, hexagon shapes with engraved letters are symbolic of the molecular 

structure of pigment, which became fun for Sherwin Williams employees. 



archival
To create the illusion of actual wood without the cracking that happens as logs dry, Susie 

Frazier develops photographic encaustic works that appear to float off the wall. Made 

with giclee prints mounted to wood, then coated with encaustic wax, each collection is 

preserved and archival. 

“Revolve”
photographic encaustic

Westin Hotel Downtown Cleveland 
6th Floor Lobby

susiefrazier.com 



natural
Known for their biomimic qualities, wall features by Susie Frazier are designed with 

independent shapes that mutually influence the whole, creating systems-based 

art with a natural sense of order. 

“Propogate”
94” x 36” x 2” 

photographic encaustic, reclaimed wood
Westin Hotel, Downtown Cleveland, OH 

susiefrazier.com 



Baker Hostetler

Bonfoey Gallery

City Architecture

Cleveland Clinic

Cleveland Museum of Natural History

Cleveland VA Medical Center

CWRU Weatherhead School

Destination Cleveland

Forest City Stapleton 

Fowler Center For Sustainability

Gordon Square Arts District

Greater Cleveland RTA

Hilton Hotel

 

Westin Hotel

“Perseverance”
32” x 48” x 2.5”

driftwood and encaustic wax 
Organic Spa Magazine
corproate commission

clients
lululemon athletica

Nordson Corp.

Organic Spa Magazine

Sherwin Williams Co.

Southwest General Hospital

Vocon Architecture

susiefrazier.com 



“Still”
12” x 12” 

grass stalks and encaustic wax 
Cleveland VA Medical Center 

1 of 24 pieces, hospital commission

TELEVISION, APPEARANCES, LICENSING 

Prominent Brand + Talent 

8899 Beverly Blvd., Suite 803 

Los Angeles, CA 90048 

310-918-1500 

levin@prominentglobal.com 

CUSTOM & TRADE 

Susie Frazier

1305 W. 80th Street, #117

Cleveland, OH 44102

216-703-6434

info@susiefrazier.com

contact

susiefrazier.com 


